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 .A Lie subalgebra L of gl V is said to be finitary if it consists of elements ofK
finite rank. We show that if Char K s 0, if dim V is infinite, and if L actsK
irreducibly on V, then the derived algebra of L is simple. Q 1998 Academic Press
Let V be a vector space over the field K. The endomorphisms of finite
 .rank form an ideal in End V , which becomes a locally finite Lie algebraK
w x  w x.with respect to the usual Lie bracket a, b s ab y ba see 11, p. 32 . We
 .shall denote this Lie algebra by fg l V . A Lie algebra L is said to beK
finitary if there exist a field K and a K-vector space V such that L is
 .isomorphic to a subalgebra of fg l V .K
The study of finitary Lie algebras is motivated, in part, by the wealth of
 .results available about finitary linear groups, i.e., subgroups of GL VK
consisting of elements g such that the endomorphism g y 1 has finite
 w x. w xrank see 10 . In 8 we have shown that nontrivial ascending subalgebras
of infinite-dimensional irreducible finitary Lie algebras are themselves
w xirreducible. It was therefore conjectured in 8 that infinite-dimensional
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irreducible finitary Lie algebras behave pretty much like nonlinear primi-
tive periodic finitary linear groups. The derived subgroup of these groups
w xis simple 7, Theorem B . We can now provide the corresponding result for
finitary Lie algebras over fields of characteristic zero.
THEOREM. Let V be an infinite-dimensional ¨ector space o¨er the field K
w xof characteristic zero. Then the deri¨ ed algebra L, L of e¨ery irreducible
 .subalgebra L of fg l V is simple and the unique minimal ideal in L. InK
w xparticular, L embeds into the Lie algebra of deri¨ ations of L, L ¨ia the
adjoint map.
 .This result is the best possible since the derived algebra of fg l VK
 .coincides with the simple Lie algebra fs l V of all finitary transforma-K
tions with trace zero. Note the contrast with the finite-dimensional situa-
tion in which irreducible Lie algebras over algebraically closed fields are
 w x.direct sums of simple algebras and a scalar center see 4, Sect. 19.1 .
A. Baranov has recently classified the infinite-dimensional simple fini-
w xtary Lie algebras over algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero 2 .
These are orthogonal or symplectic or are generated by certain families of
  ..transvections the latter type comprises fs l V . Since every irreducibleK
 .subalgebra of fg l V has a faithful irreducible finitary representationK
w xover the algebraic closure of K 8, Proposition 2 , the classification of
Baranov and our above theorem draw a fairly precise picture of the
structure of infinite-dimensional irreducible finitary Lie algebras over
fields of characteristic zero. In a subsequent paper we intend to extend the
 w x.above theorem to Lie algebras over fields of characteristic p ) 2 see 9 .
Concerning the general structure of finitary Lie algebras, we obtain the
following consequence.
COROLLARY. Let L be a finitary Lie algebra o¨er an algebraically closed
field of characteristic zero. Then the deri¨ ed algebra of L is the extension of a
nil ideal by a subdirect sum of simple algebras.
 .  .Proof. Let L F fg l V , where Char K s 0. Let V i g I denote theK i
factors of an L-composition series in V. Since L is finitary, the canonical
 .homomorphism w : L ª  fg l V actually maps L into the directig I K i
 . w xsum [ fg l V , and ker w is a nil ideal in L. From 4, Sect. 19.1 andK iig I
our theorem, the image of the derived algebra of L under the restriction
 .map L ª fg l V is a direct sum of simple algebras for each i g I.K i
w x w xHence L, L r L, L l ker w is a subdirect sum of simple algebras.
We shall now head toward the proof of the theorem.
In the sequel, L shall always denote an irreducible subalgebra of
 .fg l V , where V is an infinite-dimensional vector space over the field KK
of characteristic zero.
w xFrom 8, Proposition 2 we may assume that the field K is algebraically
closed.
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PROPOSITION 1. E¨ery finitely generated subalgebra F of L is contained in
a finitely generated subalgebra H of L whose quotient modulo the sol¨ able
radical is simple.
w xProof. Since L cannot be locally solvable 8, Theorem A , we may
assume that F is not solvable. Let U be a finite-dimensional subspace of
V such that UF s VF ; U and such that dim U ) 8d2, where d sK
w xdim VF. From 8, Proposition 3 , F is contained in a finitely generatedK
subalgebra K of L, and U is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace W
of V, such that WK s VK ; W, and such that U l N s 0 /
U s U l M for some K-composition factor W s MrN in W. Note that U0
embeds into W as an F-module via U 2 u ¬ u q N g W . Moreover, W0 0 0
is the unique K-composition factor in W on which F acts nontrivially.
It is well known that the quotient K of K modulo its solvable radical is
 w x.a direct sum S [ ??? [ S of simple ideals S see 4, Sect. 5.2 . Let p :1 n j j
K ª S denote the canonical projection. Since F is not solvable, we mayj
assume that Fp / 0. It suffices to show that Fp s 0 for all j G 2, since1 j
we can then choose H s S .1
w xFrom Fp / 0 there exist elements a g F and s g S such that s, a /1 1
w x  .0. In particular, s, a is not contained in the solvable radical s S of S .1 1
Consider a K-composition factor W in W on which F acts trivially, and1
 . w xlet r : K ª gl W denote the restriction homomorphism. Then s, a sK 1
 .  .sa y as g ker r and S l ker r ­ s S . But S rs S is simple, and so1 1 1 1
 .  .S s S l ker r q s S . This shows that S r is solvable.1 1 1 1
w xBy 8, Proposition 1 all S -composition factors in W are mutually1 0
isomorphic. Let X be an irreducible S -submodule of W , and let t :1 0
 .S ª gl X denote the restriction homomorphism. Since W is the1 K 0
unique K-composition factor in W on which S does not act as a solvable1
w x w xalgebra, ker t is solvable. It follows that s, a t / 0. If s, a t is not
w xnilpotent, we let z s s, a . Otherwise there are elements x, y g S such1
that xt is nilpotent, yt is semisimple, and the relations
w x w x w x w xxt , yt s 2 ? xt , s, a t , yt s y2 ? s, a t , xt , s, a t s yt
w x w w xxare satisfied 5, p. 100, Theorem 17 ; then we let z s x, s, a . In both
cases z g S acts as a non-nilpotent element of rank F4d on W .1 0
Next, let j G 2 and consider a S -composition series 0 s Y - Y - ???j 0 1
- Y s W in W . Again the factors are mutually isomorphic. Suppose firstr 0 0
w x  wthat Y is z-invariant for all i. Since S , S acts trivially on W see 4,i 1 j 0
x.Sect. 19.1 , Schur's Lemma implies that z must act as a nontrivial scalar
on some factor Y rY , whence dim Y rY F 4d for all i. In the otheri iy1 K i iy1
case, there exists i such that Y is z-invariant but Y z ­ Y . An S -iy1 i i j
isomorphism Y rY ª Y z q Y rY is then given by m q Y ¬i iy1 i iy1 iy1 iy1
mz q Y for all m g Y . Also in this case dim Y rY F 4d for all i.iy1 i K i iy1
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Assume now that Fp / 0. As above there exist elements b g F andj
w xt g S such that the Lie commutator t, b g S of rank F2 d acts nontriv-j j
ially on Y . Since the S -composition factors in W are mutually isomor-1 j 0
phic, we obtain r F 2 d. Therefore,
dim U F dim W s r ? dim Y F 2 d ? 4d s 8d2 - dim U.K K 0 K 1 K
This contradiction shows that Fp s 0 for all j G 2, as required.j
PROPOSITION 2. The Lie algebra L contains a unique minimal ideal I. The
ideal I is simple, and the quotient LrI is locally sol¨ able.
w xProof. Consider a nonzero ideal J in L. From 8, Theorem A , J
cannot be locally solvable. Hence there exists a finitely generated subalge-
 .  .bra F in J such that F ­ s F ; here s F denotes the solvable radical of
F. By Proposition 1, L has a local system of finitely generated subalgebras
 .H containing F that are solvable-by-simple. In particular, J l H ­ s H
 .  .and H s J l H q s H . But then H q JrJ ( HrH l J is solvable for
every such H, whence LrJ becomes locally solvable.
Assume that the intersection I of all nonzero ideals in L is trivial. Since
L is locally finite, there then exists for every finitely generated subalgebra
F of L a nonzero ideal J in L such that J l F s 0. But now F embeds
into LrJ and hence is solvable. This implies that L is locally solvable, in
w xcontradiction to 8, Theorem A .
We have thus shown that I is the unique minimal ideal in L and that
w xLrI is locally solvable. The Main Theorem in 3 ensures that I is simple.
Proof of the Theorem. Because of Proposition 2 it remains to show that
the quotient LrI modulo the unique minimal ideal of I in L is abelian. It
w xcan be proved exactly as in 6, Lemma 4.2 that every countable subset of
L is contained in a countable K -subalgebra of L that acts faithfully and0
irreducibly on some countably dimensional K -subspace of V for a suit-0
able countable algebraically closed subfield K of K. We may therefore0
assume without loss that dim V and L are countable.K
w xFrom 1, Theorems 5.1 and 5.6 the countably dimensional simple ideal I
is the union of an ascending chain T - T - ??? of finitely generated0 1
simple subalgebras. By Proposition 1, L is the union of an ascending chain
H - H - ??? of finitely generated solvable-by-simple subalgebras. We0 1
recursively choose integers n - n - ??? and simple complements S to0 1 ni
the solvable radical in H as follows. Let n s 0. Then S exists fromn 0 0i
 w x.Levi's Theorem see 5, p. 91 . Suppose now that n and S have beeni n i
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 .found for some i. Since LrI is locally solvable Proposition 2 , S must beni
contained in I. We may therefore choose m G n such that S : T , andi i n mi i
w xn ) m such that T : H . By 5, p. 93, Corollary 1 , T is containediq1 i m n mi iq1 i
in a Levi factor S of H . The recursion is complete. And from then niq1 iq1
choice of the T it is evident that I is the union of the ascending chainm i
S F S F ??? . For simplicity of notation, we may assume that n s i forn n i0 1
all i.
For each n, let V be a finite-dimensional subspace of V such thatn
V H s VH ; V . Passing again to a suitable subchain of H - H - ??? ,n n n n 0 1
w x8, Proposition 3 allows us to assume that H acts nontrivially on just onen
of the H -composition factors in V . Since S : S , and since Snq1 nq1 n nq1 nq1
is simple, S acts nontrivially just on this H -composition factor. Bynq1 nq1
w x4, Sect. 19.1 , this factor is a S -composition factor. From Weyl'snq1
w xTheorem 4, Sect. 6.3 , V is a completely reducible S -module. Thereforen n
U s VS is in fact the unique nontrivial irreducible S -submodule in V.n n n
Clearly the U form an ascending chain. But V is an irreducible I-modulen
w x8, Theorem A , and so V s D U .ng v n
We now recursively choose a basis B of U such that B : B andn n ny1 n
such that S annihilates B _ B . With respect to the basis B sny1 n ny1
D B of V, the elements in I are represented by so-called stableng v n
matrices, i.e., matrices in which all but finitely many entries are zero. We
shall show next that every element in L is represented by a stable matrix
with respect to B.
Assume that a g L is not stable. Then there exists n such that Va ; U ,n
but ¨a / 0 for infinitely many ¨ g B. Since S acts irreducibly on U , wen n
can choose h g S such that ¨ah / 0 whenever ¨a / 0. Then¨ n ¨
w x¨ a, h s ¨ah y ¨h a s ¨ah / 0 for infinitely many ¨ g B.¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
w xOn the other hand, the finite-dimensional K-subspace a, S of I isn
w xcontained in S for some m. In particular, a, S annihilates B _ B . Thism n m
contradiction shows that every element in L must annihilate all but
finitely many of the basis elements in B.
w xFinally, consider some Lie commutator a, b of elements a, b g L.
Choose n such that a and b map V into U and annihilate B _ B . Then n
subalgebra F generated by S , a, b acts irreducibly and faithfully on U . Byn n
w x w x w x4, Sect. 19.1 the derived algebra F, F is semisimple. Hence a, b lies in
a direct sum of simple subalgebras of L. Since LrI is locally solvable,
w xthose must be contained in I. And thus a, b g I. The proof of the
theorem is complete.
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